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Effect of Energy Savings -1/3

• Willie energy saving fan, top speed is only 

about 40W power consumption

• General market 12 ".14" fan power consumption at 

least 75 ~ 80W,and share floor space collection is 

not easy.

T8 Lamp



Effect of Energy Savings -2/3

• Willie energy saving fan can be used with air 

duct (Patent)

• Increase indoor comfort, improve cold room effect.

Patent Design



Effect of Energy Savings -3/3

• Willie energy saving fan with High energy 

efficiency

• Air current (intake & output) will not interfere with each other.

－－－－－YESYESYESTiming function

－－－－－－－YESEnergy Saving 
Certificate

YES－－－－－－YESGreen Certificate

－－－－－－－YESCNS Certificate

YES－－YES－－－YESMade in Taiwan 

2.011.71.521.781.891.421.312.93Energy Efficiency
(m3/min/w)

82.3281.3783.472.9282.6463.744.95118.7Air flow (m3/min)

404040353533.13035Blade (mm)

WCHWASGWillie

Brand
Best



Energy efficiency 
standards
1.29(m3/min/W)

Measured energy 
efficiency
2.93(m3/min/W)
More than double

Measured amount 
of wind
118.7 m3/min
BEST

Power consumption
40.5W
Saving nearly 
50%



Improve indoor air circulation effect

※The indoor floor space :
Willie fan before installation, only the air-conditioning, the room 

temperature reaches the set goals, the need to operate for 15-20 

minutes.

After installing Willie fan, with the air-conditioning, the room 

temperature reaches the set objectives, it can saving half the time.

The temperature is evenly spread to every corner of the indoor and 

enhance interior space comfort.



Installation Examples

【【【【T-bar Ceiling 60x60cm】】】】

【【【【Ceiling Fixed】】】】

With air duct





Part of the safety and patent certification



Characteristics
1. T-bar energy-saving fans have 3 speeds: strong, medium and weak.

2. Ultra thin design: the height is only 7 cm away from ceiling. Oscillating middle fans is 
turnable.

3. Diameter is 14".

4. Back is sealed to isolate from ceiling. Will not absorb falling dust.

5. 110V/220V available. Less than 52W during motor functioning. 30~40% power saved 
than normal fans.

6. Infrared wireless remote control is available, CE certified wiring and connector.

7. We use Double ball bearing motors.

8. ABS anti-static material for shell.

9. Can be connected to air conditioning ductings.

10. Easily installed with the extra panel.

11. Oscillating blade cover to increase coverage. The higher the fan, the more coverage.

12. One year warranty.



5 Kg5 Kg5 KgWeight

2.872.912.412.562.972.93Energy efficiency(m3/mim.W)

60Hz/40W60Hz/40W60Hz/40W

50Hz/33W
41W

50Hz/33W
41W

50Hz/33W
41WStrong

Power 
Consumpti

on

110.5118.194.9105114.8118.7Strong
Amount of 

wind(m3/
min)

10-13 m210-13 m210-13 m2Applicable space

no1.5"noExternal duct air hose height

no8"±5%noExternal duct air hose size

no10"±5%noBack round hole size(inch)

14"±5%14"±5%14"±5%Fan Blade OD(inch)

16"16"16"Outlet Dia.(inch)

20cm7cm7cmExposed height

no13cm13cmCeiling embedded height

12m12m12mRemote control farthest control 
distance

615×615×200mm615×615×400mm615×615×200mm(Frame included)

Metric System:Metric System:Metric System:Inner edge size

575×575×200mm575×575×400mm575×575×200mm(No Frame)

Metric System:Metric System:Metric System:Inner edge size

2×2×0.66( feet )2×2×0.66( feet )2×2×0.66( feet )

British Inch：British Inch：British Inch：

598×598×200mm598×598×200mm598×598×200mm

Metric System：Metric System：Metric System：

Dimension Specifications

220V/60Hz110V/60Hz220V/60Hz110V/60Hz220V/60Hz110V/60HzVoltage

Attracts goes against typeAir ducts typeSealed typeDesign

WL-65WV1WL-55WV1WL-45WV1WL-35WV1WL-25WV1WL-15WV1Model No.

Energy-saving FanParts name



The fan is not only the fan

� Sterilize air

� Decrease air odor

� Air freshness

� Air cleanly

� Air purify, Dust removal

� illumination

Nano Photocatalyst

Ceiling Fan

Anion

Ceiling Fan

Ceiling Type 

of 

Air Cleaner 

System

Added value

Fan with LED light



Nano Photocatalyst(TiO2) Ceiling Fan -

Sterilize Air
Nano Photocatalyst(TiO2) ：
Light-related catalyst, chemical conversion that uses light 

conversion to chemical action. For this application, TiO2 

is used as the catalyst agent. TiO2 itself is a catalyst with 

very strong oxidizing capabilities and high stability. As a 

photocatalyst, TiO2 has a strong decomposing capability 

that is more powerful in degrading substances and safer 

than water treatment chlorine gas, reactive oxygen and 

ozone.

TiO2 absorbs ultraviolet light from sunlight or lighting. It 

then produces something similar to photosynthesis in 

plants (called the photocatalyst effect). Its powerful 

oxidation action can easily degrade bacteria (effectively 

eliminates: E. coli, staphylococcus, and Paeruginosa and 

limit the transmission of pathogens such as enter virus, flu 

viruses and other filterable viruses) and act as a 

deodorizer (smoke, fish, toilet and pet odors, bacteria 

thoroughly eliminated with a sterilization rate of 99.97%. 

Testing done by a Japan's Ministry of Welfare (equivalent 

to our Bureau of Health) designated laboratory has 

certified its effectiveness. In Japan, TiO2 already has a 

broad range of applications and the products that make 

use of the developed photocatalysts are now very 

commonplace. 



Willie Anion Energy Saving Fans 
1.Environmentally friendly：Refreshing the air around. Increase immune system.

2.Air freshness：Revitalizing, increase alkaline cells in blood.

3.Air cleanly：Reduce airborne bacteria and others that cause allergy.

4.Guard your environment：Increase negative ions in air and keep you from disease.

5.Spiritual enhancer： Increase vitality and get you more focused on your works.

Negative ions or known as Air Vitamins, is the fresh oxygen particles commonly found 

near waterfalls, brooks and fountain after photosynthesis.

SGS certified to contain SGS certified to contain 

>1236,000(ions/cc)>1236,000(ions/cc)

Kills bateria, reduce odor and 
anti-toxic functions.

50,000~100,000 ions/cc

Perform natural healing100,0000~500,000 ions/cc

Affect on human bodies.



T-bar Ceiling Type of Air Cleaner System

1. Light-Steel frame type

2. Ultra high purity air circulation rate no dead ends

3. High rate of air circulation, Clean location Hassle, Increase in living 

space

4. Photocatalyst, UV light, electrostatic precipitators, activated carbon, 

ion purification such as multiple securty

5. Air pollution can be removed, for example: cigarettes, dust, bacteria, 

Copier Toner, pollen, allergies and numerous other pathogens



Ceiling Type of Air Cleaner System



Willie energy saving fan with LED

There will be no flashing 

light interference under 

ceiling fans.

*Five kinds of light mode.



Thank You for your interest
Hope we can cooperate in near future


